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he fruit piece makes use of a simple and contrasting application of green and orange. At the same time
there is a strong contrast in shapes between the conical fruits and the radially extending leaves. The
dominant pineapple might be inspired by Gerard van Spaendonck (–) or Jensen’s teacher, C. D.
Fritzsch (–). The immediate impression, however, is that the arrangement is the result of the artist’s
own enthusiasm for the abundance of fresh fruits in a southern clime. It could be a work executed during
the artist’s visit to Italy.
Pineapples symbolise “the duration of true love” in the ﬂower language of the time. A possible symbolical meaning would depend on whether the painting was a commissioned work, intended as a gift. It may be
that this impressive work once formed part of Christian Fenger’s collection. Fenger was King Frederik VI’s
personal physician. Martinus Rørbye painted a portrait of Fenger (Ribe Kunstmuseum) in which two ﬂower
paintings can be seen hanging on the wall. It is not known whether there were any paintings by J. L. Jensen
among those he owned. (Kasper Monrad, Hverdagsbilleder, Copenhagen, , p. ). The Barnekow family,
to whom this fruit piece once belonged, were descendants of Fenger.
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The following fruits can be seen in the painting:
Ananas, “pineapple”; Prunus persica, “peach”; Corylus avellana, “hazel”; Rubus spec. (?), “Berries”; Vitis vinjifera, “grape vine.”
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